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Please help improve this article by adding citations to reliable sources. Unsourced material may be challenged
and removed. December Further information: On the contrary, orthodoxy refers exclusively to method. It is
the scientific conviction that dialectical materialism is the road to truth and that its methods can be developed,
expanded and deepened only along the lines laid down by its founders. For this reason the task of orthodox
Marxism, its victory over Revisionism and utopianism can never mean the defeat, once and for all, of false
tendencies. It is an ever-renewed struggle against the insidious effects of bourgeois ideology on the thought of
the proletariat. Marxist orthodoxy is no guardian of traditions, it is the eternally vigilant prophet proclaiming
the relation between the tasks of the immediate present and the totality of the historical process. Only when
the core of existence stands revealed as a social process can existence be seen as the product, albeit the
hitherto unconscious product, of human activity. Against this ideology , he asserts the primacy of social
relations. Existence â€” and thus the world â€” is the product of human activity; but this can be seen only if
the primacy of social process on individual consciousness is accepted. He conceives the problem in the
relationship between theory and practice. Ideology determines the "form of objectivity ", thus the very
structure of knowledge. Thus, the so-called eternal " laws " of economics are dismissed as the ideological
illusion projected by the current form of objectivity "What is Orthodoxical Marxism? This precludes the
spontaneous emergence of class consciousness. In this context, the need for a party in the Leninist sense
emerges, the subjective aspect of the re-invigorated Marxian dialectic. As late as â€”, he still defended these
ideas, in an unfinished manuscript, which he called Tailism and the Dialectic. His important work in literary
criticism began early in his career, with The Theory of the Novel, a seminal work in literary theory and the
theory of genre. The book is a history of the novel as a form, and an investigation into its distinct
characteristics. This introduction also contains his famous dismissal of Theodor Adorno and others in Western
Marxism as having taken up residence in the "Grand Hotel Abyss". This view was expressed in his later book
The Historical Novel published in Russian in , then in Hungarian in , as well as in his essay " Realism in the
Balance " In it he traces the development of the genre of historical fiction. For this reason he sees these
authors as progressive and their work as potentially radical, despite their own personal conservative politics.
After this time, historical realism begins to sicken and lose its concern with social life as inescapably
historical. Why he does not discuss Sentimental Education , a novel much more overtly concerned with recent
historical developments, is not clear. Please help improve this section by adding citations to reliable sources.
February Learn how and when to remove this template message The initial intent of "Realism in the Balance"
"Es geht um den Realismus" , stated at its outset, is debunking the claims of those defending Expressionism as
a valuable literary movement. He rejects the notion that modern art must necessarily manifest itself as a litany
of sequential movements, beginning with Naturalism , and proceeding through Impressionism and
Expressionism to culminate in Surrealism. He maintains that modernists such as Bloch are too willing to
ignore the realist tradition, an ignorance that he believes derives from a modernist rejection of a crucial tenet
of Marxist theory, a rejection which he quotes Bloch as propounding. He explains that the pervasiveness of
capitalism, the unity in its economic and ideological theory, and its profound influence on social relations
comprise a "closed integration" or "totality," an objective whole that functions independent of human
consciousness. He maintains that this dialectical relation exists between the "appearance" of events as
subjective, unfettered experiences and their "essence" as provoked by the objective totality of capitalism.
Conversely, modernist writers fail because they portray reality only as it appears to themselves and their
charactersâ€”subjectivelyâ€”and "fail to pierce the surface" of these immediate, subjective experiences "to
discover the underlying essence, i. Because the prejudices inculcated by the capitalist system are so insidious,
they cannot be escaped without the abandonment of subjective experience and immediacy in the literary
sphere. They can only be superseded by realist authors who "abandon and transcend the limits of immediacy,
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by scrutinising all subjective experiences and measuring them against social reality;" this is no easy task. The
circulation of money, he explains, as well as other elements of capitalism, is entirely abstracted away from its
place in the broader capitalist system, and therefore appears as a subjective immediacy, which elides its
position as a crucial element of objective totality. The best realists, he claims, "depict the vital, but not
immediately obvious forces at work in objective reality. The true masterpieces of realism can be appreciated
as "wholes" which depict a wide-ranging and exhaustive objective reality like the one that exists in the
non-fictional world. Citing Nietzsche , who argues that "the mark of every form of literary decadence The
work is a systematic treatment of dialectical philosophy in its materialist form.
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There are basically four phases, according to our author. The first is best exhibited in "History and Class
Consciousness". And it is this late work that will concern us in this review. Rockmore, unlike the few and
especially Marxist commentators that I have seen, is excited by this late work. It was not well received even
by his students. More on that later. Ontology of Social Being, Volume 1. Hegel Ontology of Social Being,
Volume 2. Marx Ontology of Social Being, Volume 3. I have read both the Hegel and Marx volumes. Another
problem is that the secondary literature in English is very scanty. None of them appreciative. I really would
like to see the Prolegomena translated next. I believe that the Stalinoid notion of rupture between Marxism and
philosophy was a calamity. This is a novelty; but not a radical break with the philosophical tradition. Work
remains the defining characteristic of Man. We can understand human society through the notion of
teleological positing more precisely as following from the effort to achieve value through goal-directed
activity. Economics is embedded in the historical character of Social Being. That is to say, economics itself is
now treated as Epiphenomenon! It follows, as Marx stresses, that even the categories undergo change over
time. Typically in philosophical ontology, Being is thought of as Ground. This is really new. Now, with
Heidegger, Being is also historical. Once Being and Time are seen to be entwined, this becomes an extremely
probable understanding of ontology. He says, "I do not want to attribute much importance to insinuations that
the Ontology has been tampered with. The note hanging off this sentence note 52, p. Again, if anyone knows
more about this please leave a note. That is not in itself surprising; - where are the successful ontologies? No
one is an Aristotelian, a Husserlian or even a Heideggerean tout court. I wish Marxists or ontologists would
write about this almost forgotten work. Dialectical thought and ontology has to face this eventually While it
will not satisfy Marxists non-Marxists never do I thought it quite good. If you expect the latter, perhaps it is
best to find another book. However, I usually like reading the whole book and more of the secondary literature
before coming to conclusions. I believe this work may be quite important, but the dearth of studies of a book
almost fifty years old belies that. It may be that his notion of categorical change derives from Hartmann. I am
not aware of any others. You see this list is very short. I am sure there are more essays in academic journals,
but I am not in academia and know next to nothing about that. Despite the fact that Rockmore is a crystal clear
writer - which is rare for someone who studies German Idealism with his intensity - the book seemed
completely directionle I REALLY wanted to like this book. Despite the fact that Rockmore is a crystal clear
writer - which is rare for someone who studies German Idealism with his intensity - the book seemed
completely directionless. The first 50 or so pages are about Marx and then Engels poor creation of Marxism.
While I completely agree with every idea expressed in these chapters, they are completely superfluous.
Eventually I just stopped reading the book.
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On the one hand, it must be clear to any unbiassed reader of Marx that all of his concrete statements,
understood correctly and without the fashionable prejudices, are in the last instance intended as direct
statements about an existent, i. Marx never undertook a systematic or systematizing definition as to their
specific place in thought, their distinctness from epistemology, logic, etc. Thus it is only natural that the young
Marx, in his earliest writings that were still governed by Hegel, was unable to formulate directly and
consciously any ontological position. The turning-point that Feuerbach represented in the process of the
dissolution of Hegelian philosophy had undoubtedly an ontological character, since it was Feuerbach who, for
the first time in German development , o pposed idealism and materialism openly, on a. Even the weaknesses
in h is position that l at er came to light, e. The fact that nothing came out of this in the long run except a pale
new version of the m aterialism of the 1 8th century, wi th the exception of Gottfried Keller and the Russian
revolutionary democrats, in no way alters the intensity of this new departure. Yet there is little sign of such a
convulsion in Marx. Take for instance the ontological proof. In this sense all gods, the pagan as well as the
Christian ones, have possessed a real exis tence. Did not the ancient Moloch reign? Was not the Delphic
Apollo a real power in the life of the Greeks? If somebody imagines that he has a hundred talers, if this
concept is not for him an arbitrary, subjective one, i f he believes in it, then these hu ndred imagined talers
have for him the same value as a hundred real ones. For instance, he will incur debts on the strength of his
imagination, his imagination will work, in the way as all humanity h as incurred debts on its gods. Paramount
here is the fact that ONTOLOGY social reality is seen as the ultim ate criterion for the so cial existence or
non-existence of a phenomenon, which certainly reveals a broad and deep problematic which the young Marx
was not yet able at that time to master ontologically. For the general spirit of his dissertati on leads on the one
hand to the conclusion that he did not allow the existence of any kind of god ; while on the other hand the
actual historical efficacy of certain ideas of god should lead to these having a kind of social existence. Thus
Marx already raises here a problem that was later to play an important role for a Marx who had already
become an economist and m aterialist: Kant attacked the so-called ontological proof on the basis of logic and
epistemology, in so far as he rejected any necessary connection between id.. The young Marx protests against
this-again in the name of the ontological specificity of social existence-and ingeniously points out how in
certain circumstances a hundred imaginary talers could very well acquire a relevant social existence. This
clearly shows, in the course of development of the young Marx, a tendency towards the increasing
concretization of forms and relationships, etc. These tendencies find their first adequate expression in the
Economic and Philosophical Manuscn"pts, since it is not the least aspect of the path-breaking originality of
these texts that for the first time in the history of philosophy the categories of economics appear as those of the
production and reproduction of human life, and hence make it possible to depict social existence ontologicall y
on a materialist basis. Thus the opposi tion to Hegel is still sharper in Marx than in Feuerbach himself. Marx
only recognizes a single science, that of history, which deals with nature as well as with the world of men.
Since Marx made the production and reproduction o f human life into the central question, m an himself, as
well as all his objects, conditions, relationships, etc. On the other hand, natural objects and natural forces are
transformed into means and objects of labour, raw materials, etc. He not only effects a change of form in the
material on which he works, but he also realises a purpose of his own that gives the law to his modus
operandi, and to which he must subordinate his will. The following elements should be particularly stressed.
Above all, social being presupposes in general and in all specific processes the existence of inorganic and
organic nature. The objective forms of social being grow out of natural being in the course of the rise and
development of social practice, and become ever more expressly social. This growth is certainly a dialectical
process, which begins with a leap, with the teleological project Setzung in labour, for which there is no
analogy in nature. This ontological leap is in no way negated by the fact that it involves in reality a very
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lengthy process, with innumerable transitional forms. With the act of teleological projection Setzung in labour,
social b eing itself is now there. Genetically, of course, its existence has to be explained via its t ransitional
forms. This is not just the case with this fundamen tal relationship. Marx consistently stressed this mode of
conceiving things as a general method in society: The categories which express its relations , the
comprehension of its structure, th ereby also allow insights into the structure and the relations of production of
all the vanished social fo rmations out of whose ruins and elements it built itself up, whose partly still
unconquered remnants are carried along within it, whose mere nuances have developed explicit significance
within it, etc. Human anatomy contains a key to the anatomy of the ape. The intimations of h igher
development among the subordinate animal species , however, can be understood only after the higher
development is already known. The bourgeois economy thus supplies the key to the ancient , etc. But this is
simply a defence agains t obvious and often present misunderstandings. The essential thing in this
methodological posi tion still remains the precise separation of the real, as a process that exists in itsel f, from
the ways by which it comes to be known. If we return from this necessary excursus to the ontological
relationship between nature and society, then we find. Only on the basis of at least an immediate knowledge of
the real properties of things and processes is it possible for the teleological project Setzung of labour to fulfil
its transformative function. The fact that completely new f o rms of objectivity now arise, which have no
analogy in nature, in no way alters this state of affairs. Without going further into this co mplex of 9 ONTO
LOGY problems at this point, it is already possible to say that the materialist turning-point in the ontology of
social being, which was brought about by the discovery of the ontological priority of the economy within it,
presupposes a materialist ontology of nature. Marx himself spoke of the single science of history long before
tendencies of this kind had been discovered in the real world. The importance of a further and contemporary
development of Marxism in this sense can not be overestimated. Here it must simply be stressed that the
foundation of a materialist ontology of nature, which brings together historicity, the form of process,
dialectical contradiction, etc. Marx never put forward an express claim to have created a specific philosophical
method, let alone a philosophical system. After the interruption of the revolution, the foundation of a science
of economics came to form the focal point of his work. This is a very 10 MARX hasty conclusion, which
closer consideration shows to be completely untenable. It is based purely on external criteria, on the dominant
methodology of the second half of the 19th century, which decreed a mechanically rigid opposition between
philosophy and the various positive scien ces, and hence degraded philosophy itsel f, by way of its exclusive
foundation in logic and epistemology, to a specific science. From a standpoint of this kind, bourgeois science
and the modes of though t influenced by it, even among supporters of Marxism, came to see the economics of
the mature Marx as a specific science, in contrast to the philosophical tendencies of his youth. This is
generally the way in which real contradictions are reconciled. The ellipse is a form of motion which, while
allowing this contradiction to go on, at the same time reconciles it. Contradiction is thus not only, as with
Hegel, the fo rm of sudden transition from one stage to another, but rather the driving force of a normal
process. Certainly, the sudden transition with its crisis-like character as a qualitative leap is in no way rejected.
Serious consideration allows us to confidently brush aside the kind of error referred to above. The economic
works of the mature Marx are certainly consistently centred on the scientificity of economics, but they have
nothing in common with the bourgeois conception of economics as simply one specific science: As we have
already explained, the 12 MARX central and occasionally often immanent treatment of economic phenomena
has its basis in the fact that the decisive driving force of the overall social development, in the last anal ysis, is
to be sought and found here. All that this eco n omics has in common with the contemporary and later specific
science o f the same name is the negative feature that they both reject the a priori constructive method of
earlier philosophers including Hegel and see the real foundation for science as consisting only in the facts
themselves and their connections. Yet if they have this in common, it does not make them the same. It is
certainly possible to describe every procedure that starts from the facts and rejects abstractly constructed
relationships as empirical, but this e xpression, even in the customary sense, can encompass extremely
heterogenous orientations to the facts. The old e mpiricism often had a very naive ontological character: These
are specifically works of science, and in no way works of philosophy. Science grows out of life, and in life
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itsel f, whether we realize this or not, we have spon taneously to behave ontologically. The transition to
science can make this tendency, which is itsel f unavoidable, more conscious and critical , but it can also
weaken it, or even make it vanish. It is precisely here th at it clearly sets itsel f in opposition to any kind o f 14
MARX c o nstructive philosophy, whether logical or otherwise. But a critical defence against the false
ontologies that arise in p h il os oph y in no way means that this scientificity takes up an u l ti m ately
anti-philosophical position. Wh at is involved is rather a consciously critical collaboration between the
spontaneous ontology of everyday life and scienti fic and philosophical correctness. A critical perspective, c ri
tical rejection of contemporary science, can in certain circu mstances be a major task in this connection. As
Engels wrote, correctly, on the situation in the 1 7th and 1 8th cen turies: It is not the place here to deal with
these problems in detail. It is precisely with problems of social being that the ontol ogical problem of
difference, opposition, and the relationship of appearance and essence, pla ys a decisive role. Even in everyday
life, phenomena often co nceal the essence of their own being, instead of illuminating i t. I n favourable
historical conditions, science can accomplish a great task of puri fication here, as it did for instance in the Re
naissance and in the Enlightenment. Hobbes already saw clearly that attitudes of this kind were more frequent
and stronger in the area of social being than in that of nature ; he also indicated the cause of this, i. But since
action governed by interes t forms an essential ontological component of social being that cannot be
eliminated, the biassing effect of this on the facts and their ontological character acquires here a qualitatively
signi fican t new importance ; quite irrespective of the fac t that these ontological attitu des do not affect the
intrinsic being of nature itself, while in social being they can become, as atti tudes , dynamically effective
elements of the intrinsically existing totality. It will later be shown, however, that the relation between
appearance and essence in social being displays new features and determinations , as a result of its inseparable
connection with practice. To bring up just one example here, it is an important part of this relationship that in
every relatively completed process , the genesis of the finished product directly disappears in the result.
Scientific presentations very often develop in such a way that the direct and apparently 16 MARX al re ad y
completed character of the product is recalled in th ou ght, and its character as a process, which is not directly
p ercei vable, is no longer made visible. In the region of social being, however, the p rocess of e mergence is a
teleological one. I have deliberately chosen an extremely simplified example. It is therefore not by chance that
Marx put forward this thesis on the nature of science and the relation of appearance and essence in the context
of a criticism of the vulgar economists: This kind of presentation is t yp ical of the internal construction of the
work of the mature Marx. It is a construction of a completely new character: We believe that Marx created in
this way a new form of general scienti ficity as well as a new on tology, and one which is destined in the
future to overcome the deeply problematic character of modem scien ti ficity, which persists despite the wealth
of newly discovered facts. In their criticisms of Hegel, the classics of Marxism always stressed the struggle
against his system. This was quite correct, for it was precisely here that were centred all those philosophical
tendencies that Marx most decisively disavowed. Those thinkers who have had a genuine o n t ological sense
for the rich and varied character of the dyna mic structure of reality have precisely come to focus the ir interest
01;1 those kinds of relationship which cannot be ade q uately brought into any kind of system. It is just here th
at this opposition to systematization has a character precisely opposed to that of an equally anti-systematic
empiricism. We already recognized in the latter, here and t here, a naive ontologism, i. But because this
orientation to reality is one that, even if genuine, is merely peripheral, the e mpiricist, if he ventures only a
little beyond the field with which he is spontaneously familiar, can easily get entangled in the most fantastic
intellectual adventures. In the face of adequate knowledge o f these complexes, logic loses its leading role in
philosophy; it becomes one special science alongside any other, as the means to comprehend the laws
governing pure and hence homogenous patterns of thought. The role of philosophy, however, is only negated
in the dual Hegelian sense: This does of course directly refer to the criticism of the ideas of the bourgeois
economists, which was itself very important; but it also involves, in its stress on the permanent and immanent
ontological criticism of facticity of any kind, a criticism of any relation, of any law-like connection. It was
necessarily the product of a long and uneven development. In the negative sense, the-often
spontaneous-criticism of philosophical principles that subject reality to hierarchical violation, leads to attempts
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of this kind. As consciously and clearly expressed in Marx himself, this criticism, levelled at the most thought
out and formally most complete system, that o f Hegel, led to the elaboration of the new style of thought.
There had also been beginnings in the positive sense, however, where conscious recognition of the primary
existence of major complexes of being began to develop, where, in connection with the criticism of idealist
systemic thought, the new kind, which is needed to comprehend complexes of this kind, began to dawn.
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